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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first reviewing it. Although it  does expedite matters in getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The  Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude to  Richard and Anita  Grossman for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

HaRav Nebenzahl on Vaera

PARSHAT VAERA 5776

FEELING GRATITUDE TOWARDS INANIMATE OBJECTS

Much of this week's parsha focuses on the makkos - the plagues which Hashem inflicted upon the

Egyptians. Hashem commanded that the first three of these plagues, blood, frogs, and lice should be

initiated not by Moshe but rather by Aharon. Why? The commentaries explain that the river saved

Moshe when his mother placed him there after he was born, thus it would not be appropriate for the

first two plagues which were initiated by striking the river to be carried out by Moshe. Regarding the

plague of lice, this was initiated by striking the ground. Here as well, it would not be appropriate for

Moshe Rabenu to strike the ground from which he benefited when he buried the Egyptian whom he

killed, in the sand. Thus these three plagues were initiated by Aharon rather than by Moshe.

We see just how far one should go in feeling a sense of gratitude for what, even an inanimate object,

had done for him. The river certainly has no free will and did not consciously save Moshe, yet Moshe

still must feel a sense of gratitude. The same applies to the sand of Egypt. If we are required to

show gratitude to the water and the sand, how much more so must we be grateful  for all  that

Hakadosh Baruch Hu does for us? A person for whom gratitude is part of his nature will be thankful

for everything which he benefited from.

Chazal teach us "what does a good guest say? Just look at how much the host is doing for me
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(Berachos 58a). He notes the bread, the meat, the wine - all this just for me. On the other hand a

bad guest will say - he did not do it for me, he was primarily doing it for his family. Chazal are not

referring only to guests of other human beings, but to the fact that in this world we are guests of

Hakadosh Baruch Hu. Look at what Hashem has given us - the sun, the moon, the trees, animals -

all for my sake. While it is true that there are other people in this world, He made this for me and I

am greatly appreciative. A bad guest would say - there are other people in this world, He did not do

it specifically for me, why then should I be grateful.

Every morning we thank Hashem for being "yotzer or uvorei choshech" "Who forms light and creates

darkness",  and  every  evening  we  thank  Hashem for  being  "hamaariv  aravim"  "Who  brings  on

evenings".

When we drink a cup of water we declare "shehakol nihye bidvaro" "everything came to being with

His word." We wish to be good guests and therefore we are grateful for the entire creation. These

are the lessons which must be learned prior to the exodus from Egypt - a Jew must be thankful for all

that  Hashem does  for  him.   The Egyptians  were  not  thankful,  but  a  Jew must  feel  a  sense  of

gratitude.During the last year of his life, we see that Moshe Rabenu lives according to this ideal.

Hashem asked him to wage war against Midian for all  the terrible things they did to the Jewish

nation. Moshe Rabenu, rather than going himself, sends Pinchas. Why? Because Midian because a

safe haven for Moshe Rabenu when he fled Egypt after having smitten the Egyptian. While Moshe

clearly was going to wage war as Hashem had commanded, he elected that it not be carried out by

him personally but rather by someone else. We find the exact opposite with regards to Pharaoh. In

last  week's  parsha we read that a  new king arose over Egypt  "who did  not  know Yosef". The

commentaries explain that he did not want to acknowledge all that Yosef did for the Egyptian people

- this would have required an expression of gratitude. Later on Pharaoh declares "I do not know

Hashem", we see that lack of gratitude for the deeds performed by Yosef lead to not wanting to

acknowledge all that Hashem does.

Another example of gratitude is also found in last week's parsha. When the daughters of Yitro were

saved by Moshe from the shepherds, they reported to their father that "an Egyptian man saved them

from the shepherds." Why was Moshe Rabenu being referred to as an Egyptian and not a Jew?

Chazal offer several explanations one of which is that when the daughters of Yitro wished to thank

Moshe, Moshe said: "it is not me whom you need to thank but rather that Egyptian man whom I

buried in the sand and therefore had to flee from Egypt." The Egyptian  certainly  had no  good

intentions - he had no intent to save Yitro's daughters and was probably unaware that Yitro even had

daughters. We can assume that his only intent was to make trouble for a Jew. Even so, Moshe

Rabenu recognizes that it is because of the Egyptian whom he killed that he had to flee to Midian and

was therefore available to save the daughters of Yitro.

I often ask myself, does this mean that I, of German parents, need to be grateful to the Nazis for

having caused my parents to flee and thus raising me here in Eretz Yisrael? Certainly we must curse

them and not praise them in any way, but perhaps I should recognize that in spite of all the horrific

things they did to our people, I did gain from it? I do not know.

The Gemaras states regarding Purim that a person should become intoxicated until he is unable to

distinguish between "cursed be Haman and blessed be Mordechai". What do Chazal mean, am I not

supposed to be able to distinguish between a tzaddik and a rasha? One explanation is that not only

did the miracle of Purim come about due to the actions of the tzaddik, Mordechai, but also as a result

of the evil Haman. Just as without Mordechai there would be no Purim, without Haman there would

also be no Purim.

The great tzaddik, Rav Aryeh Levin was once asked to curse an evil person. Given that it was not in

his nature - he blessed him that Moshiach should arrive through is actions. However, it is known that

even he cursed the Germans - this cannot be avoided.

A story is told regarding the Ri"f who had once been a guest in the home of a wealthy man. The man
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had his own private bathhouse which the Ri"f bathed in. Years later, the man lost his money, and

had to sell off much of his belongings in order to pay off his debts. The Ri"f was asked to preside

over a beis din which would place a value on the bathhouse. The Ri"f disqualified himself saying -

how can I judge in a case against a bathhouse which gave me so much benefit and pleasure? This is

derived from Moshe Rabenu, who benefited from the river and thus was unable to strike it. A Gadol

beYisrael recognizes the benefit he receives from a bathhouse as well as a river.

I would like to point out that we must have great respect for the sifrei kodesh which contain the

Torah which we learn. We must be grateful for all we learn from them and therefore treat them with

respect. I have seen people close their Gemara at the end of a seder and place a pencil on top of it.

I believe this is forbidden for it shows a lack of respect for the Torah of Hashem. This applies not

only to Gemara, but to Rishonim, Achronim and any sefarim containing words of Torah. I have also

seen boys take a Gemara and hit their friend over the head with it. I realize it is meant only as a

joke, but a the Gemara should not be used for a joke. The sefer is not a toy, but rather TOYrah, it is

our eternal life and we therefore must accord it the proper respect and dignity.
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